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Abstract
An asymmetric dependence of the critical current on the direction of an appliedmagnetic field inHTS
coated conductors has a non-trivial influence on the AC loss of coil windings.We report themodelled
influence of real conductor critical current asymmetry on theAC loss characteristics of a 1MVAHTS
transformer design previously demonstrated by the RobinsonResearch Institute as well as a stand-
alone coil having the same geometrical and electrical parameters as the low voltage (high current)
winding of the transformer.We compare two commercial HTS conductors with distinctive
differences in their critical current asymmetry and show amaximumvariation of 15% and 29% in
the calculated AC loss of the transformer and the stand-alone coil winding, respectively, when the
conductor orientation is varied in the top and bottomhalves of thewindings. AC loss simulation
giving consideration to asymmetric conductor critical current beforewinding the transformer could
lead to substantial AC loss reduction even using the same amount of conductor and the same
transformer design.

1. Introduction

(RE)Ba2Cu3O7−δ (REBCO) coated conductors are becoming a prime conductor choice for high temperature
superconducting (HTS) transformers [1–10], rotatingmachines [11], fault current limiters [12–14], and high-
fieldmagnets [15]. REBCOconductors generally exhibit asymmetry in their critical current characteristics
under appliedmagnetic fields [16, 17] as a function ofmagnetic field direction, Ic (θ), as exemplified infigure 1,
where the angle θ is defined as the angle between the normal to the conductor face and themagnetic field in a
left-handed systemwith respect to the direction of currentflow as shown infigure 2.

Kubiczek et al [18] showed that non-uniform asymmetric Ic (θ) characteristics of a conductor along the
conductor can causemore than 6.7%difference in the Ic value of the conductor. Ainslie et al [19] showed that the
dynamic resistance in a coated conductor subjected tomagnetic fields impinging at different angles exhibits
asymmetry due to the asymmetric Ic (θ) characteristics of the conductor. Zhang et al [20] andHong et al [21]
showed that coil Ic can be varied by changing the direction of the appliedmagnetic field relative to the coils due to
the asymmetric Ic (θ) characteristics of the constituent conductors of the coils.More recently, in our previous
work, we showed both coil Ic andAC loss in anHTS hybridwinding comprising a stack of six double pancake
coils can be substantially altered simply by flipping the orientation of the two endwindings [22]. However, there
has been no report investigating the influence of Ic (θ) characteristics on the AC loss of an actualHTS device.
Fluctuation in Ic values of a coated conductor along the conductor lengthmay have some impact on both Ic and
AC loss in coil windingswoundwith the conductor. However, it is out of the scope of this paper [23].

We therefore carried out 2DFEMsimulations of a 1MVAHTS transformerwoundwith two different
commercial conductors (Shanghai Superconductor ST1911-89 and SuperPower SCS4050-AP) having different
Ic (B, θ) characteristics at both 77 K and 65 K covering the range of typical operating temperatures ofHTS
transformers. The transformer geometry and electrical design is the same as that of the 3-phase 1MVAHTS
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transformer previously demonstrated at the RobinsonResearch Institute [2, 6]. The transformer employs fully
transposed Roebel cables in the low voltage (LV)windings for dealingwith high current andAC loss reduction
[24–26]. The coil orientation (and thus the conductor winding direction)was varied in the top and bottom
halves of both the high voltage (HV) and the LVwindings to investigate the influence of the conductor Ic (θ)
properties on the AC loss of the transformer. In addition, a stand-alone coil having the same geometric and
electrical parameters as the LVwinding of the transformerwas also simulated and the results comparedwith
those for the LVwindings of the transformer in order to probe the difference inAC loss dependence of inductive
(stand-alone)windings and non-inductive (transformer)windings on Ic (θ)properties.

2.Numericalmethods

The simulation is based on our previously presentedmethodwhichwas validated by comparing the simulated
results with the AC lossmeasurement data on the 1MVA transformer as well as the result obtained using the
minimummagnetic energy variation (MMEV)method [23]. The simulation combines theH-formulation and
the homogenizationmethod implemented usingCOMSOLMultiphysics [27–29].

A 2D axisymmetricmodel was built to calculate the AC loss in the transformer. Radial and axialmagnetic
fieldsHr andHz, denoted asH=[Hr,Hz]

T, are directly solved in the finite elementmodel. The governing
equation, in the formof a partial differential equation, is derived fromMaxwell’s equations as follows:

 ´ = -¶ ¶E B t 1( )/

 ´ =H J 2( )

r=E J 3( )

m=B H 4( )

Figure 1.Measured Ic (B, θ) dependences of the 4 mmwide Shanghai Superconductor and SuperPower conductors at 77 K and 65 K.
Themeasured Ic of the SuperPower conductor was scaled tomatch that of the Shanghai Superconductor tape at 77 K, 0 T for fair AC
loss comparison.
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By substituting the twofield variablesHr andHz into (5), the governing equations can be further derived as,
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whereμ0=4π×10−7Hm−1 is the vacuumpermeability andμre=1 is the relative permeability of the
transformerwindings. ρ is the resistivity of thematerial. For air we use ρair=1Ωm,while for the
superconductor ρHTS is defined based on the nonlinear E—Jpower law shown in (9),

r = j
-

B B

E

J

J

J
9

n

HTS
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c c

1

( ) ( )
( )

( )

where Jc(B) is the critical current density as a function of themagnetic field, Ec=10−4 Vm−1 is the electric field
criterion used to define the critical current and n=25 is the power-law index of theE—J relationship. n value
varies withmagnetic field and has someminor impact in simulation results [19]. However, themain purpose of

Figure 2. Schematic offield angle θwith respect to theHTS conductor, showing the reference conductor orientationwith a dot. There
are two distinct possible conductor orientations.

Table 1.Transformer geometry and electrical design.

Winding HV LV

Inner diameter (mm) 345 300

Number of turns in axial direction 48 20

Number of turns in radial direction 19 1

Total number of turns 912 20

Conductorwidth (mm) 4 12.1

Conductor thickness (mm) 0.22 0.8

Axial gap between turns (mm) 2.13 2.1

Number of strands in Roebel cable — 16

Strandwidth (mm) — 5

Gap betweenRoebel stacks (mm) — 2.1

Rated current amplitude (A) 42.9 1964
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the simulations in the present work is to see the difference of AC loss results in the 1MVA transformer due to
asymmetric Jc (B, θ) and to test an idea for reducing the AC loss inHTS transformers by applying the same n
value for all different configurations. Therefore, only once constant n valuewas used in the present work.

Table 1 describes the geometry and the electrical design of the 1MVA transformermodelled in the
simulation. TheHVwinding comprises stacks of double pancake coils wound from4mmwide conductors
while the LVwinding is a 20-turn solenoidwoundwith 16/5 Roebel cable (assembledwith sixteen 5 mmwide
strands). Roebel cables can bemodelled as two parallel stacks of conductors where each conductor carries the
same current [30–32]. Therefore, eachRoebel turn in the LVwindingwasmodelled as a double pancake coil. In

Figure 3.Meshing of the finite elementmodel of the 1MVAair-cored transformer LV andHVwindings. Only the upper end of the
right side of the transformer is shown for clarity. Themodel is axially symmetric about r=0.

Figure 4. Schematic of themagnetic field distribution on the right side of the transformerwindings. Turnsmarked in red and blue
represent turns in the top- and bottom-most coils of the LV andHVwindings respectively, for which indicative field directions are
shown. The field angles expressed relative to the conductor for eachwinding in each coil orientation are as shown.
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reality, the strands in a Roebel cable are not perfectly aligned, and hence itmight result in some changes in cable
Ic andAC loss values [33].

Figure 3 shows themeshing of the upper end of the 1MVA transformer. Finemeshes of 40 elements were
used in the axial direction for the end of both LV andHVwindings, while coarsermeshes of 20 and 10 elements
were used in themiddle of the LV andHVwindings, respectively. This is based on the fact that larger AC loss is
generated at the ends of the coil windings due to the larger radialmagnetic field component while less AC loss is
generated in themiddle because themagnetic field liesmainly parallel to the face of theHTS conductor in this
region. Structuredmeshes were introduced in the air regions between the superconducting coils within each
winding, and triangularmeshingwas used in the broader air region between thewindings [34].

Figure 4 shows a schematic cross-section of the right side of the transformerwinding. In spite of the non-
inductive nature of the transformerwindingwhereby conductors in the LV andHVwindings carry current in
opposing directions, the resultantmagnetic field distribution ismore or less as shown in the schematic, i.e.
conductors at the ends of thewindings are exposed to a greater radial (perpendicular)magneticfield component
than those in the centre although the directions of the radial (perpendicular)magnetic field components are
opposite in the LV andHVwindings.

We consider a single turn in the top-most coil of theHVwinding asmarked in blue on thefigure. If we
define the upper edge of the coil as a reference for the conductor orientation, then thefield angle relative to the
conductor isα.When the coil isflipped upside down, from the perspective of the conductor this has the effect
of inverting thefield angle and offsetting it by 180°; in other words the field angle nowbecomes 180°−α. If
we instead consider a single turn in the bottom-most coil of theHVwindingwith its conductor reference
orientation at the upper edge, then by symmetry the field angle is also 180°−α, andwhen that coil isflipped the
field angle becomesα. In the case of the LVwindings, due to the reversed direction of currentflow compared to
theHVwinding, which has an effect equivalent to reversing thefield direction relative to the conductor, or again
of offsetting the field angle by 180°, the bottom-most winding in an unflipped configuration has afield angle

relative to the conductor of 180°+β,flipping the coil orientation yields afield angle of—β, while in the top-
mostwinding the corresponding field angles are—β and 180°+β.

If we considerHV andLVwinding combinations with their top and bottomhalves having different coil
orientations, then therewill be 16 possible configurations.We can define a coil configurationwhere the upper
edge (U) of the coils of both the top and bottomhalves of theHV and LVwindings is the reference orientation as
UUUUand awinding combinationwhere the lower edge (L) of the coils of both the top and bottomhalves of the
HV and LVwindings is the reference orientation as LLLL. In this four-character notation, the first two characters
denote the conductor orientation of the top and bottomhalves of theHVwindingwhile the last two characters
denote the conductor orientation of the top and bottomhalves of the LVwinding. In this way, we can define the
full set of possible coil configurations. However, in this study, we only focus on the four configurations having
the same coil orientationwithin each (LVorHV)winding: UUUU, LLUU,UULL, and LLLL.

In theAC loss simulation,weuse a three-column look-up table [Bradial,Baxial, Jc (Bradial,Baxial)], whereBradial and
Baxial are the radial and axial components of themagneticfield, and Jc (Bradial,Baxial) is the critical current density
derived fromthemeasured Ic (B,θ) curves offigure 1bydividingby the cross-sectional area of the superconductor
layerusing thedirect interpolationmethod [35]. If thefield angle is θ thenBradial=Bcos(θ)=Br andBaxial=
Bsin(θ)=Bz,while if thefield angle is 180°–θ thenBradial=Bcos(180°–θ)=−Br andBaxial=Bsin(180°–θ)=Bz.
Table 2 lists theBradial andBaxial components for theUUUU,LLUU,UULLandLLLLconfigurations.

In the simulation, the Ic of the SuperPower conductors at 77 Kwas scaled to that of the Shanghai
Superconductor tape at 77 K to allow fair comparison bymultiplying a coefficient, which is the ratio of the self-
field Ic of Shanghai Superconductor tape at 77 K and that of SuperPower conductor at 77 K. The coefficient was
alsomultiplied to themeasured Ic (B, θ) curves of the SuperPower conductor at 65 K. The scaled Ic (B, θ) curves
of the SuperPower conductor at 77 K and 65 K can be seen infigure 1.

Table 2. (Bradial,Baxial) components determined from thefield angles infigure 4 for the different
HV and LV coil configurations.

UUUU LLUU UULL LLLL

TophalfHVwinding (Br,Bz) (−Br,Bz) (Br,Bz) (−Br,Bz)
Bottomhalf HVwinding (−Br,Bz) (Br,Bz) (−Br,Bz) (Br,Bz)
Tophalf LVwinding (Br,−Bz) (Br,−Bz) (−Br,−Bz) (−Br,−Bz)
Bottomhalf LVwinding (−Br,−Bz) (−Br,−Bz) (Br,−Bz) (Br,−Bz)
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3. Simulation results and discussion

Tables 3 and 4 list the simulation results for each coil configurationwoundwith each type of conductor at 77 K
and 65 K at different LVwinding current amplitudes, It, LV. The results forUUUUand LLUUwoundwith
Shanghai Superconductor tape broadly agree with one another at both temperatures, as do the results forUULL
and LLLL. The results for SuperPower conductor are similar, but not quite so closely-matched. In the tables, we
see a difference between the two configurations at both 77 K and 65 K. This difference ismade clearer onfigure 5,
fromwhich it is apparent that the difference of Shanghai Superconductor tape at both 77 K and 65 K ismuch
smaller than that of SuperPower conductor. At the rated current of 1964A, the difference is 0.7% at 77 K and
1.9% at 65 K for the Shanghai Superconductor tape, compared to 10.7% and 15.6% at both temperatures for the
SuperPower conductor.

If we compare the Ic (B, θ) curves for the different conductors (figure 1), we see that the Shanghai
Superconductor tape has a relatively symmetric Ic about the ab-peak at θ=± 90° but shows a large difference in
Ic when thefield is reversed (i.e. at θ and θ− 180°). In contrast, the SuperPower conductor combines both a
highly asymmetric Ic about the ab-peak and upon field reversal. Furthermore, the difference in Ic upon reversing
thefield ismost pronounced (for both conductors) at lowfields, less than about 0.1 T, while the asymmetric Ic
about the ab-peak in the SuperPower conductor extends clearly up to and beyond 0.2 T, the field calculated to be
incident on the end coils of the transformerwinding. Aswe have shown (figure 4), the effect of reversing the coils
is to change the incident field angle from+θ to 180°− θ, or from180°− θ to θ. Both the top and bottomhalves
of theHVand LVwindings of theUUUUconfiguration are reversedwhen changing to the LLLL configuration.
Therefore, the difference between the AC loss values of theUUUUand LLLL configurations arises from the
asymmetry of Ic (B, θ)within each half-cycle offigure 1. This asymmetry is far greater for the SuperPower
conductor at both temperatures, and hence the difference inAC loss between theUUUUand LLLL
configurations is generally greater for the SuperPower conductor than the Shanghai Superconductor tape. The
reason for the agreement between the AC loss values for theUUUUand LLUU (orUULL and LLLL)
configurationswoundwith Shanghai Superconductor tape ismainly due to the dominance of the LVwindings
in determining the overall AC loss. For example, AC loss values in theUUUUconfiguration at the rated current
in the LV andHVwindings are 81.4Wand 7.0W, respectively. InUUUUand LLUU (orUULL and LLLL)
configurations, the top and bottomhalves of the LVwindings share the same conductor orientationwhile the
top and bottomhalves of theHVwindings have opposite conductor orientation. The opposite conductor
orientation in theHVwindings should cause some difference in the AC loss in theHVwindings. However, the
magnetic field around the end coil of theHVwinding varies between 0.09 T to 0.18 T, at whichfields the
symmetry of Ic (B, θ) between each half-cycle for the Shanghai Superconductor tape is not perfect but rather
good. Therefore, as a result, theUUUUand LLUU (orUULL and LLLL) configurations have almost the sameAC
loss. In contrast, there is a slight difference in the AC loss values in these configurationswoundwith the
SuperPower conductor at both 77 K and 65 K.We attribute this difference to the relatively poor asymmetry of Ic
(B, θ) between each half-cycle of the SuperPower conductor. The Ic (B, θ) data also explains the temperature
dependence of the AC loss difference. In the case of the Shanghai Superconductor tape, at 65 K andmoderate
fields, there is amarginally higher degree of asymmetry within each half-cycle of the Ic (B, θ) curves than at 77 K,
contributing to an increased difference inAC loss.

Figure 6 highlights the comparison of the simulated AC loss results forUUUUand LLLL coil configurations
wound fromSuperPower conductor at different temperatures. TheAC loss at 77 K is 16 to 25 times larger than
that at 65 K for the coil configurations. This result is consistent with the AC lossmeasurement and simulation
results where AC loss is found to increase as the 3rd to 4th power of the It/Ic ratio. Therefore, the results should
be due to the increased Ic of the conductor at 65 K compared to 77 K as reported in hybridHTS coil windings
[6, 36]. However, thismay only be truewhen theHTS coils generate a low perpendicularmagnetic field
component in the endwindings of the coils. In the case where anHTS coil generates large radial (perpendicular)
magnetic field components in the endwindings, the AC loss in the coil is dominated bymagnetization loss in the
endwindings. Becausemagnetisation loss is proportional to critical current density when the radialmagnetic
field component is larger than the penetration field, an increased Ic at lower temperatures will lead to an increase
(rather than a decrease) in the AC loss in the coil [37, 38].

It isworth emphasising that this significant (around 16%) variation inAC loss is created simply by reversing the
orientationof the conductor in thewindings. This implies that just by controlling the conductor orientationduring
windingof the transformer,we can achieve a substantial reduction in theoverall AC loss of the transformer. For
example, a total of approximately 54.8WofAC loss reduction canbe achieved for the 1MVA transformerwound
with SuperPower conductor operating at the rated current at 77 K.This iswithout considering the cooling penalty
which ranges between15 and 20 at 77 K.

Figure 7 compares the simulated AC loss results inUUUUconfigurations for the different conductors at
77 K. TheAC loss values for SuperPower conductor are substantially larger than those for Shanghai
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Superconductor. This can be explained by the difference in the Ic of the two conductors at 77 K. Because the self-
field Ic values of the conductors were scaled tomatch, there exists awide angular regionwhere the Ic values of the
SuperPower conductor aremuch smaller than those of the Shanghai Superconductor tape for a givenmagnetic
field in the range of interest. These lower Ic values will cause larger AC loss for the SuperPower conductor.

Figure 8 compares the |J/Jc| distributions in the end coil (half of the Roebel winding) of the LVwinding of
LLLL andUUUUconfigurations woundwith SuperPower conductors at 77 K at the rated current. TheUUUU
(inferior) configurationwoundwith SuperPower conductor exhibits a larger region of |J/Jc|>1 than the LLLL
(superior) configuration. AC loss ismostly generated in regionswhere |J/Jc|>1, so these resultsmatch the
observations highlighted infigure 6.

Figure 9 compares thenormalised loss distribution at 77 K ineachdisc of theLVwindingof the (inferior)UUUU
configuration anda stand-alone solenoidwindingwithUUconfigurationwhichhas the samedimensions aswell as
electrical parameters as theLVwinding.Most of thediscs in the stand-alonewindinghave greater loss than the
equivalent discs of theLVwindingof the transformer except the verymiddlediscs. Thedifference arises fromthe

Table 3. Simulated AC loss per phase results for the 1MVA transformerwoundwith Shanghai Superconductor tape.

AC loss per phase (W)

Coil current

It, LV (A) UUUU LLUU UULL LLLL

Difference betweenUUUUand

LLLL (%)

Shanghai Superconductor 77 K 0.5 Irated 982 3.84 3.84 3.96 3.96 3.0

0.7 Irated 1375 22.36 22.36 22.66 22.66 1.3

0.9 Irated 1768 66.81 66.76 66.45 66.40 0.6

Irated 1964 97.01 96.87 96.41 96.29 0.7

65 K 0.5 Irated 982 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.1

0.7 Irated 1375 2.90 2.89 2.92 2.91 0.5

0.9 Irated 1768 9.59 9.59 9.73 9.74 1.5

Irated 1964 14.30 14.32 14.57 14.58 1.9

Table 4. Simulated AC loss per phase results for the 1MVA transformerwoundwith SuperPower conductor.

AC loss per phase (W)

Coil current It, LV
(A) UUUU LLUU UULL LLLL Difference betweenUUUUand LLLL (%)

SuperPower 77 K 0.5 Irated 982 4.66 4.59 3.93 3.86 18.8

0.7 Irated 1375 25.81 25.55 23.93 23.67 8.7

0.9 Irated 1768 77.00 76.01 67.72 66.70 14.3

Irated 1964 126.35 124.38 110.14 108.10 15.6

65 K 0.5 Irated 982 0.159 0.159 0.158 0.158 6.3

0.7 Irated 1375 1.397 1.397 1.115 1.115 17.2

0.9 Irated 1768 5.334 5.335 4.582 4.583 13.5

Irated 1964 8.449 8.450 7.493 7.494 10.7

Figure 5.Thedifference between theAC loss obtained forUUUUandLLLL coil configurationswound from (a)Shanghai Superconductor
and (b) SuperPower conductor.Results are shownat both77 Kand65 K.
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differenceof coilwinding type: a transformer is broadly anon-inductivewindingwhile the stand-alonewinding is an
inductivewinding.Cancellationofmagneticfieldoccurs in thenon-inductivewindings and this leads to lowerAC loss
compared to the equivalent inductivewinding. Inboth coilwindingsAC loss ismostly generated in the end coils
[24, 27, 39].However, only fourdiscs at each endof theLVwindingof the transformerhavemore loss than themiddle
discswhile the stand-alonewindinghas 14 enddiscshavingmore loss than themiddlediscs. Therefore, thedifference
between theLLLLandUUUUcoil configurations shouldbedue toAC loss differences in the very end coils of the
windings. Ic (B,θ) asymmetrymighthave adifferent impact on theAC loss of differentwinding types.Therefore, the
AC loss inUUandLLconfigurationsof the stand-alonewindingwoundwithShanghai Superconductor and
SuperPower conductorswas simulated andcompared.

Tables 5 and 6 compare the simulatedAC loss results at different currents for stand-alonewindings wound
with Shanghai Superconductor and SuperPower conductor inUU and LL configurations at 77 K and 65 K. In
both cases, there is a difference between the AC loss values in the two configurations. Figure 10 plots these
differences. However, the difference ismuch smaller for Shanghai Superconductor tape and it ismuch greater
for SuperPower conductor. At the rated current, the AC loss difference between theUUand LL configurations at
77 K is as high as 29.4%which is approximately twice the AC loss difference between theUUUUand LLLL
configurations in the transformer. This implies that Ic (B, θ) asymmetry has a greater impact on theAC loss of
inductive windings than non-inductive windings.We attribute this difference to the difference in loss
distribution profile of the two types of coil windings shown in figure 9.

The same idea can be applied inmuch largerHTS transformers. Taking an example in a 110 kV/11 kV
3-phase 40MVA transformer in [24], the rated current forHV andLVwinding is 121Arms and 2100Arms,
respectively. Considering 65 K as operating temperature,HVwindings can be composed of stacks of double

Figure 6.Comparison of simulatedAC loss results forUUUUand LLLL coil configurationswound fromSuperPower conductor.
Results are shown at both 77 K and 65 K.

Figure 7.Comparison of simulatedAC loss results at 77 K for coils woundwith Shanghai Superconductor and SuperPower
conductors inUUUUconfigurations.
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pancake coils woundwith single coated conductors because Ic of a current lab-scale 4 mm—wide single coated
conductor at 65 K and 0.2 T perpendicularmagnetic field can exceed 300 Awhich ismuch greater than the rated
current of theHVwinding (171Apeak) [10]. The rated current for LVwinding is 2970Apeak, and afifteen 5 mm
strandRoebel cable can copewith the rated current, because Ic of the roebel cable could exceed 5500 A at 65 K
and 0.2 T perpendicularmagnetic field. Thewinding type of the LVwindings is likely to be solenoidwinding. To
implement the idea, the Roebel cables need to have splicing of punchedRoebel strands near themid-point of the
cable before cabling in order to reduce joint numbers.We do not see any substantial difficulties in implementing
this idea in practice. At present, no-one does it because the effect is not widely known.Oncemanufacturers are
aware that they can reduce AC loss by 15% simply by taking care of their spool orientationwhile winding forHV

Figure 8.Comparison of the |J/Jc| distribution in the end coil of the LVwinding for the (a) LLLL, and (b)UUUUconfigurations
woundwith SuperPower conductor at rated current at 77 K.

Figure 9.Comparison of normalised loss distribution at 77 K in each disc of the LVwinding of the transformer in theUUUU
configuration and a stand-alone solenoidwindingwithUU configurationwhich has the same dimensions and electrical parameters as
the LVwinding. Bothwindings arewoundwith SuperPower conductors.Qaverage, LV denotes the averageAC loss per disc in the LV
winding of the 1MVA transformer.
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windings and splicing Roebel strands before cable assembly. In terms of reducing cost further, hybridwinding
structure can be introduced, i.e. we can use lower Ic conductors in the central part of thewindings and high Ic
conductors in the end part of thewindings [36, 40]. The idea of hybridwinding structure arises from the fact that
conductors in the central part of thewinding are experiencing parallelmagnetic fields and conductors in the end
part of thewinding are exposed to perpendicularmagnetic field. Introducing this idea, we can only need to
control the orientation of conductors in the end part of thewindings [22].

4. Conclusion

Wehave numerically investigated the influence of Ic (θ) asymmetry on the AC loss of an existingHTS 1MVA
transformer as well as a stand-alone coil having the same geometrical and electrical parameters as the low voltage

Table 5. Simulated AC loss results for the stand-alonewindingwoundwith Shanghai Superconductor tape.

AC loss per

phase (W)

Coil current It, LV
(A) UU LL Difference betweenUUand LL (%)

Shanghai Superconductor 77 K 0.5 Irated 982 20.7 20.9 0.7

0.7 Irated 1375 67.8 67.9 0.3

0.9 Irated 1768 159.8 157.6 0.2

Irated 1964 230.4 226.0 0.1

65 K 0.5 Irated 982 7.5 7.5 0.7

0.7 Irated 1375 20.2 20.1 0.3

0.9 Irated 1768 48.6 48.6 0.2

Irated 1964 70.4 70.8 0.1

Table 6. SimulatedAC loss results for the stand-alonewindingwoundwith SuperPower tape.

AC loss per

phase (W)

Coil current It, LV
(A) UU LL Difference betweenUUand LL (%)

SuperPower 77 K 0.5 Irated 982 23.9 21.7 9.6

0.7 Irated 1375 84.5 73.8 13.6

0.9 Irated 1768 238.9 187.2 24.2

Irated 1964 379.2 281.9 29.4

65 K 0.5 Irated 982 4.8 4.5 6.4

0.7 Irated 1375 15.3 14.9 3.0

0.9 Irated 1768 35.1 33.1 5.9

Irated 1964 52.0 48.5 7.0

Figure 10.Comparison of the difference between theAC loss inUU and LL configurations of a stand-alone LVwindingwoundwith
(a) Shanghai Superconductor and (b) SuperPower conductors at 77 K and 65 K.
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transformerwinding using actual Ic (B, θ)data obtained from conductors supplied by Shanghai Superconductor
and SuperPower.

We observed a substantial difference in the calculated overall AC loss in theHTS transformerwhen the
orientation of the coils (and therefore the conductor) in the top and bottomhalves of thewindingswas varied. A
maximumdifference at 77 K of 0.7% (Shanghai Superconductor) and 15.6% (SuperPower)was observed for
different coil configurations. The result implies that a substantial AC loss reduction is possible inHTS
transformers simply by controlling the orientation of the conductor during coil winding. The difference in the
AC loss arises from the Ic (B, θ) asymmetry of the conductors and it appears that local Ic (B, θ) asymmetry within
each half-cycle has a great influence onAC loss.

The stand-alone coil where the orientation of the conductor in the top and bottomhalves of thewindings
was varied gave amaximum29.4%difference in the simulated AC loss results at 77 Kwhich is far greater than
that for the transformer due to the difference in loss distribution profiles of the two types of winding.

The results obtained have important implications for the ultimate efficiency achievable inHTS transformer
applications, and therefore the economic viability of the devices. The conclusion obtained in thework can also
be extended tomany otherHTS applications such asNMR (nuclearmagnetic resonance),MRI (magnetic
resonance imaging), fast ramping and highmagnetic field fusionmagnets, rotatingmachines, SMES
(superconductingmagnetic energy storage), and SFCL (superconducting fault current limiter).
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